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. . . a Real P

 
IS name was Baebenroth and it 
looked too big for him. Some 
said he was Dutch, others 
guessed Belgian extraction. 

Nobody knew which way the man had 
come down the genealogy from Adam and 
Eve. 

rofessor; He Could Even Expound to the Engines How They Ought to Act 

On one point, the crew of the 
Arrowspar concurred: Mr. Baebenroth was 
one of God’s blunders. Dame Nature had 
designed him small, almost cute; the sea 
has no berths for cute men. Fate had made 
of him an engineer and cast him aboard 
this tanker like a prodigal in a far country. 
If he must be an engineer, he belonged in 
the dreamworld of so-called pure science, 
far beyond the grime and denim of hard 
men like our three assistant engineers—
farther yet from this little control platform 
where oil pipes forked and the main steam 
line led overhead. Thus, in substance, the 
three engineers of the Arrowspar passed 
judgment upon their emergency chief. 

Chief Baebenroth was the upshot of a 
night strafing in the – River. The 
Arrowspar had anchored. After twenty-

seven days in convoy, she waited her turn 
to discharge cargo at one of the few 
unblasted pipe lines. It was during the 
worst of certain gory air raids when you 
were reading a lot of news about “this 
beleaguered Isle.”  

Baebenroth came because Gribbins 
went. Big, hairy, gruff Chief “Tiny” 
Gribbins had been the ship’s only casualty 
in a night attack; they couldn’t miss his 
bulk. A flying splinter took him ashore to 
hospital and obliged Captain Morse to 
scramble desperately for the next to 
impossible, an American chief engineer in 
a foreign port within the war’s orbit. And 
look what he found! 

One might expect the Old Man to 
accompany the new chief aboard; it gives 
the crew a demonstration of prospective 
cooperation between bridge and 
afterguard. Chief Baebenroth came alone. 
He sized up the ship from the far end of 
the gangplank. One hand went to his neat, 
pointed beard; the other clutched his 
expensive bag. 

“ ‘What hath God wrought?’ ” the First 
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muttered guardedly, eyeing the spic and 
span apparition. He ducked aft onto the 
stern to be out of hail when the newcomer 
must be “broken to it.”  

The Arrowspar upped anchor, went to 
clustered pilings and coupled on. The 
cargo came out of her. Came noon mess 
and the Old Man stifling his sense of 
humor to introduce the new chief around 
the long, thwartships table. Baebenroth 
took it like a college instructor meeting a 
new class. The mates exchanged subtle 
glances. The engineers noted them and 
straightway resented, not the scorn therein 
but Baebenroth. He made their department 
ridiculous; he made them mad. 

The next step was inevitable. “We’re a 
marked ship,” declared the second mate. 
“Both the German and the Spic radio blah 
boys have broadcast we’ve been sunk. 
They have sure got our number.”  

Baebenroth paused in the most 
cultured treatment of soup ever seen 
aboard the Arrowspar. He gave the second 
mate a few moments of silent appraisal. 

“Well, they’ve bombed all around us 
twice in two trips to this bloody hole,” the 
third assistant put in, watching his new 
boss for shivers. 

Baebenroth registered. He ceased 
eating again. Leveridge, the first assistant, 
could have skinned him for letting that 
bag-o’-wind Third scare him here at the 
outset in the face of all these officers. 

“Everything happens in threes, they 
say,” Hogan, second assistant, added for 
greater effect. 

“Yeah. Got the chief, too.” 
“How bad is he, Cap’n?” 
“Wouldn’t disclose it; lot of cases. 

Pass that ham, mess.” 
When it was done, Baebenroth hadn’t 

eaten half what the others had. He left the 
mess room without talking. He went 
directly to his own room. 

“There’s the picture,” concluded 
Hogan on Afternoon Watch. “After Big 
Tiny that’s scared o’ nothing, we get 
this—this what? A man’s some frightened 
when he don’t eat. Damned shame.” 

“Maybe the Old Man done this to 
shame us aft,” the Third ventured. 

“Nah,” Leveridge objected, “this is 
England; it’s a tough spot right now. This 
England’s using all her own engineers. 
Lucky to find any American with the right 
to go chief, over here. I pity a scared guy 
aft in any ship though; it’s the worst place 
in the world when they’re looking for the 
best target with some bombs. Eh?” 

“Here’s hoping the mate does a 
thorough steaming job in those empty 
tanks this time. We’re sure due for the 
third attack on us.” 

“But they think they sunk us already. 
You heard what the second mate said, he 
heard it from both—” 

Hogan: “He was sounding out this—
this perfessor. To hell with radio blah. I 
tell you we got a deadhead homeward 
bound and he’s kiddin’ somebody that 
he’s a chief engineer so’s to get back 
across the pond. Smart? Sure, in one way. 
But don’t count on him in here. We got no 
chief.”  

Up the thirty-four steps from the 
bottom of the engine room came the small 
man in brand new dungarees. Halfway up 
he paused, watched an auxiliary pump, 
listened to its squeak. It complained like a 
petulant child, it almost fashioned words. 
Baebenroth came on up as one who lives 
closely within a little, introspective world 
of his own making. 

He entered the silence his unexpected 
appearance had created. His blue gray eyes 
took in each one of his assistants slowly, 
painstakingly. He seemed to sound their 
thoughts, to sense that his men knew he 
was afraid. To Leveridge he said, “There 
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is an oil line which leads up here.” He 
sounded too vague. 

“Overhead,” Leveridge pointed. “From 
the settling tank this one leads to the 
portside feed tank, that one to the other.”  

Baebenroth’s eyes followed the 
gestures. He nodded, noncommittal still. 
An awkward silence ensued. He finally 
broke it with, “Chief Gribbins stood here? 
At the throttle when the splinter of steel hit 
him?” His gaze sought the skylight.  

Hogan guffawed—and cut the noise of 
it off square. Leveridge, being more 
deliberate, said, “You haven’t seen pieces 
of the stuff outside on deck, sir? Chief was 
up for’d when the first bomb glanced the 
ship anchored to port of us. We were 
showered—away over here, mind. Chief 
was running aft and stopped one nasty 
sliver of steel.” 

“I see,” contemplatively, though too 
flushed and sweaty to reveal that 
whiteness of skin the men had noticed in 
the mess room. 

“Yeah, he was on deck at the time,” 
Hogan added facetiously, winking to the 
First. 

“Hm. Not me!” said the new chief, and 
he mopped his face—as Hogan declared 
afterward—to hide his feelings. 

 
HE Arrowspar got her sailing orders. 
In the dark she left the – River alone. 

She put to sea alone. She joined no 
convoy. It was earlier in the war, when 
many Gulfbound ships had to risk it back 
alone. 

Without the benefit of defensive guns, 
much less armament, she must steal into 
the west, get beyond the range of land-
based planes and dodge submarines to the 
then nonbelligerent western Atlantic and 
Gulf of Mexico. 

Chief Baebenroth took his part in the 
frequent boat drills. He became a 
curiosity, a focal point of twinkling eyes. 

He himself absorbed surroundings, 
information, personalities, undisturbed by 
their attention. He never went forward as 
Chief Gribbins had done; these men knew 
why. Out of his own mouth, one of his 
extremely rare remarks had been: “Not 
me!” The entire crew had learned about 
that one; the whole outfit knew that no 
attack by sub or plane was going to catch 
the Perfessor in an exposed place. He was 
scared white, too scared to talk. 

By the time the Arrowspar’s second 
mate picked off on a chart his great circle 
from the Scillies, a few generalities anent 
Baebenroth crystallized in the ship’s 
gossip. One, he was bluffing an 
engineering license to get home. Two, he 
was nosey, effeminate and precise as a 
woman. 

The bluffing became clear to his three 
assistants when he got to asking fool 
questions. How many hundred tons of 
bunkers? What emergency pressure had 
the boilers ever stood? What did Hogan 
think about the rings in that wailing 
auxiliary? How long did the centrifugal 
lube oil cleaner go without overhaul? 
What became of excess steam under 
certain conditions? “The guy’s no 
engineer, I tell you; he’s a cagey little 
four-flusher,” declared Hogan. And the 
others agreed; Baebenroth had bedeviled 
them too. 

As for those peculiarities they had 
considered “womanly,” nobody could 
deny that Chief Baebenroth ate like a bird, 
kept his desk and belongings with 
housewifely care. Even in his too new 
dungaree union suit, he never smeared so 
much as his perfectly trimmed goatee 
beard. Nosey? Yes. Apparently he 
expected to learn all there is about marine 
engines, steam plant and oil feed in one 
crossing. Precise, too, beyond anything 
Hogan or Leveridge had encountered 
outside custom houses. And, of course, it 
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all added up to effeminacy. 
No, Baebenroth was not the type. How 

in the world he had landed in a ship—“It’ll 
be one o’ the mysteries o’ the war,” the 
Third said. “If the Heinies do light after us 
again, he’ll be standing up that cross alley 
stairhead, the nearest he can get to his boat 
station without exposing himself to 
machine-gun fire. Want to lay me a bet on 
it? Or where do you place him?” 

 
T WAS seven bells in Hogan’s Middle 
Watch when in stepped the new chief. 

He nodded in that professional, 
preoccupied way of his. He came directly 
to the control platform and says he, ‘Let 
me feel that feed again.’ Like one of those 
Fifth Av ladies, y’know, giving her maid 
the orders o’ the day. Get it?” Hogan 
snorted later. 

Nevertheless the chief got away with it 
because Mr. Hogan somehow forgot the 
mannerisms in the business of showing 
him how. After all, if things were to get 
mighty bad, this guy might find himself 
the only engineer aboard. He might have 
to do whatever could be done to play 
speed variations against bombs or 
torpedoes. He sure might. 

The genial Second became loquacious 
about it. He demonstrated to his chief the 
by-pass feeds. He explained lubrication, 
the type of condenser, many other details. 
He even gave up his secrets regarding the 
peculiarities of the engine and how to 
favor it. Any man gets a kick out of tellin’ 
‘em, and when the listener is all eyes and 
ears. 

Eight bells hang up 4 a.m. ere Hogan 
realized. Tall, deliberate Leveridge came 
on. The Third did not wink that time, 
however; he had enjoyed wising the little 
fellow. 

After he had gone, Chief Baebenroth 
said to the First, “Try your jets, then the 
safety valves. Set the hexagonal nuts down 

one square.” To himself, looking all 
around for some indication as to where the 
ship had been launched, he said, “She 
could have been built British, judging the 
layout of piping here.”  

But Leveridge didn’t hear the last 
remark, he was too dumbfounded by the 
orders to disturb the engine’s smooth 
functioning by monkeying with jets and 
valves. No real chief would have done it—
and Hogan had just left; his was the 
responsibility for boiler care and check-up. 

The diminutive Baebenroth seemed 
not to know this or to discern the First’s 
resentment. From an impostor who asked 
fool questions, he now proceeded to 
indulge his authority. As Leveridge put it, 
“The Perfessor is cashing in on what guys 
like you have told him, Hogan. Next we 
know, he’ll attempt to stand watches. 
Then, by crimmins, he’ll think he is an 
engineer!”  

Leveridge was not kept waiting. He 
went above as the chief hung up the 
receiver at the close of a talk with the 
skipper. He stood so tall above the chief 
that they looked like a whippet and a toy 
spaniel. He reported what he had done 
below, wiped his hands in a wad of waste, 
leaned to the rail and fidgeted. Soon as this 
silly tampering was over with, he would 
look to the log and fill the starboard fuel 
tank. Humph, Chief Tiny had never pulled 
off such stunts at 4 a. m.—or at any other 
hour. Good, deep-water chiefs didn’t; they 
delegated chores and tests and minded 
their business. 

But Tiny had been through hell in the 
Arrowspar, this disturbing substitute had 
not. Tiny knew what chiefs do know about 
their power plants; this sawed-off 
hundredweight was bluffing it. And 
evidently thrilled as hell. 

Now Baebenroth inched the butterfly 
valve open. Twenty degrees of arc on the 
wheel’s rim. Thirty degrees and the big 
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engine was whooping it up fast. He 
stepped aside for a look at the steam 
chests, for squirting steam where the rods 
left the cylinders. The First smiled 
sarcastically; this guy was a boy doing 
things to see what would happen. “With 
me handy, of course, to watch out,” he 
muttered. 

The chief looked his way abruptly, a 
beaming satisfaction flooding his gray 
eyes. He returned to the throttle. “Logging 
this?” he prompted. 

Leveridge wrote on the blackboard 
over the desk. 

“By pass steam to the intermediate 
cylinder,” came next. 

Leveridge opened the valve and 
snorted into the all-absorbing noises of a 
forced engine. He watched the 
experimenter crowd the feed lever as far 
open as it would go, saw him give the 
wheel another quarter-turn. What the devil 
was this all adding up to? The boilers were 
sprung taut with too much pressure, the 
engine was going like a runaway colt, the 
room rang with the surge of unwonted 
power and foolish speed. 

Presently the tanker was logging 
nearer eleven knots than her habitual nine. 
Steam came down with the rod under the 
high-pressure cylinder, forcing past the 
gland. The First eyed it disapprovingly, 
got the chief’s eye. “Look at it.”  

The little man nodded. What the devil 
did he know or care about such border-line 
warnings? “What have we done to get this 
jackass wished on us?” the First moaned 
and he stood ready to run below and order 
the firemen out. 

“Now open your fuel injectors, mister. 
Then by pass to the low compression 
cylinder.” Baebenroth scarcely raised his 
eyes from his note-taking. 

Leveridge gaped at him, his long face 
stretched longer. Being a conservative 
engineer who begrudged every rotation of 

the cranks above the 200 r.p.m. pace, he 
felt sick. His gaze roamed down among 
the hurrying crossheads. He did not want 
to obey the order. 

From somewhere away below came a 
shout from his oiler, “Aho-oy topside! 
What the merry hell—?”  

For once the First welcomed the 
impudence; he could use it to halt these 
evil encroachments upon engine-room 
routine. “Hot bearing, huh? Which one is 
it?” he shouted, as much to Baebenroth as 
to the oiler. 

But the lad below got his first glimpse 
of the chief’s new cap and braid. “No, sir,” 
he corrected, his eyes on the puzzling man 
with the goatee. “And nuts to that 
Perfessor,” he added less loudly. 

Baebenroth prompted the First: “Fuel 
injectors open?”  

Open? Of course. Where else would 
furnaces get oil? But Leveridge 
understood; wide open for more heat, 
steam, strain on boilers and pipes and 
joints. He complied reluctantly. How soon 
must he squelch this guy? Some never did 
grow up in body or brain—and wore 
whiskers to hide it. Only sea habit and 
discipline stayed the First’s hand; 
Baebenroth had “Chief Engineer” on his 
cap. 

The exasperation point came when the 
First caught the false alarm peering, pad 
and pencil poised, toward the vacuum 
gauge. That all-important gadget happened 
to be Leveridge’s pet. But the chief 
cracked out, “Set down your safeties 
another square,” and be blasted if he didn’t 
pull out a watch to time it! 

Leveridge charged in. He bent over the 
smaller man in simulated deference to call 
the turn with— 

“Do you hear poorly?” Baebenroth 
interrupted. “Twice I told you to open the 
injectors. Now, for the second time, set 
down another square.”  
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Never had the First witnessed so much 
unmitigated gall in so little avoirdupois. 
He wheeled, grabbed up a wrench, cursed 
his luck and stormed below. His oiler 
accosted him. He shoved the lad headlong, 
went on into the boiler room, climbed up 
into the soot and obeyed orders. 

Baebenroth must have liked the results 
of his various moves. The steam gauges 
wiggled well over the 180 pounds mark. 
Every moving part in the complicated 
maze throughout the engine room raced 
furiously. Steam escaped under two 
cylinders and the big cranks clupped 
ominously. And the Chief had his fill. He 
closed his notes, ordered the safeties back 
up, the jets returned to normal, by passes 
closed. He favored the First with one of 
those detached glances of his, half nodded 
and departed. 

Leveridge cursed his heels over the 
weatherboard. He gave the abused engine 
a long, solemn, pitying stare. Satisfied that 
it had withstood the punishment? Rather 
he was convinced that, like drunks and 
meddlers the world over, this nutty 
Baebenroth had been supremely lucky. 

Not until breakfast time did Leveridge 
recapitulate matters from a cooler 
viewpoint. Then he asked himself, is that 
guy so dumb ignorant? He knew what to 
order done to crowd her. He made notes 
like an inspector. Ah, but he couldn’t be 
an inspector. With those soft hands and a 
goatee? “Perfessor—what could have 
made such a bundle of curiosity come to 
sea with us? Scared to death of bombs, but 
man alive how full of gall!” 

Therefore the First scrutinized the 
chief at the aft end of the mess table. The 
fellow looked more satisfied, more self-
confident; must have forgotten about 
Heinie planes. “Huh, I begin to wonder 
myself where he will hide!”  

Afterward, in his room, Leveridge had 
another idea, a hunch. “We must be about 

to the western limit of cruising range of 
those planes. Now ain’t that just one more 
shot o’ the good luck o’—of a perfessor? 
Nothing ever quite gets ‘em.” 

 
ALLING meteors have made some 
awesome holes in this earth, but none 

ever raised more havoc short of 
destruction than that big four-motored 
bomber did. 

Woolly August clouds hung still 
against the blue heavens. Their soft 
shadows made purple patches on the calm 
ocean. The Arrowspar rolled along 
languidly at her accustomed nine knots 
pace. The stern capstan’s varying shadow 
reached and contracted rhythmically to her 
motion. Seven bells in the engine room 
sent their brazen, paired resonance out of 
alley ends. 

The First yawned at the capstan’s 
shadow while the Third tried to convince 
him “the little guy” was catching onto 
things fast. But Leveridge himself had 
dealt with Baebenroth on watch; today he 
wasn’t so positive about anything 
regarding the man. And, aside from this 
monologue, something kept buzzing at 
intervals in the First’s ears. 

Abruptly it became a growl. From high 
overhead. Both engineers got to their feet, 
shaded their eyes and peered aloft. Out of 
a cloud came a huge plane. Its motors 
were howling, its bombs were ready, its 
guns aimed for the lone tanker. The 
inevitable third attack was on. 

Both engineers ran inside to take over 
from the Third. Hogan stepped in over the 
weatherboard, stopped short, blocked the 
way and stared. For there at the throttle 
stood little Baebenroth. In white shirt, 
serge pants and the new cap tight down on 
his head. 

Leveridge got the picture over Hogan’s 
shoulder. He noted the Third running 
below, two oilers following pistons up and 
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down with their cans. “Look out, you,” he 
breathed impatiently at the Second’s ear. 
“Let me in there.”  

The plane’s descending roar exceeded 
the engine-room noise. Now it became a 
screaming, whistling—“Quick!” 
Leveridge shoved Hogan aside. “This is no 
time for his stuff!” he ejaculated and 
stormed out ahead. 

The telegraph jingled violently, 
impatiently for abrupt speed. The chief 
wheeled the butterfly valve, reached to the 
feed lever to check it, wheeled some more. 

Wham! it came. A sudden hole opened 
in the nearby sea. Air and sea assailed the 
Arrowspar’s port side. She heeled over, 
trembled, reeled again into the fierce, 
opposite blasts of sucking atmospheric 
pressure that followed the blow. 

It knocked Hogan down. It slewed 
Leveridge to the pipe rail on his left. He 
was the first to recoil. He got his wind, 
saw Hogan getting ponderously to his 
knees and looked on to Baebenroth. The 
man they had all foresworn to some safe 
hideout was painfully removing the 
butterfly wheel from under his breastbone. 
His cap hung over one ear. He was 
withdrawing one leg from between the 
levers. 

He looked white and all eyes when he 
gave the two assistants a quick, sidewise 
glance. In the abrupt release from one 
bomb’s din, he barked, “Second, set 
safeties down two squares and open fuel 
injectors full. First, by pass to middle and 
low pressure cylinders.”  

Hogan, foggy from being floored, 
gaped at him stupidly. The guy was not 
running true to expectations. Hogan’s 
brain said, “Obey him—relieve him,” both 
at the same time.  

Leveridge saw a wad of waste in the 
chief’s ear; he knew that shouting 
wouldn’t get through it. He swayed toward 
the amazing little spectacle to displace him 

and take over. 
“Jump to it!” the chief barked 

astonishingly. “Obey orders, you 
lumbering turtles, jump!”  

They jumped, one to the by-pass 
valves, the other below. 

The performance of the Perfessor 
throughout 31 minutes of that terrible 
afternoon never will get its just due, but 
the Arrowspar’s after gang never can 
forget it. The plane circled and poised for 
another attempt to blow up the tanker. It 
started down. Her captain watched it 
coming, watched for the moment of 
release of the bomb, cracked out an order 
for speed and helm changes. 

Baebenroth slowed his engine 
promptly and felt the ship turn aside from 
the course. He saw Leveridge coming at 
him again, knew what for, ignored him to 
get Hogan’s report from below. 

Hogan came with the plane’s howl. He 
joined Leveridge; together they’d rid the 
place of this newcomer, this human riddle, 
this soft-handed landlubber. 

“Orders carried out?” Baebenroth 
barked at the exact, critical instant, one 
eye on the telegraph dial, both fists on the 
wheel. 

“Uh—done, sir.” 
“Okay, chief, but—” 
“Clear the place. Stokers, oilers, you. 

Jump!”  
The second bomb shattered the torrid 

air. It nearly yanked the chief’s arms out. 
It hove the two assistants to the bulkhead. 
It flattened the third to the second flight up 
the iron stairs. 

Baebenroth knew then that his chances 
to survive were zero. Solid sea crashed 
onto the skylight above the engine. The 
whole ship groaned miserably, reeled 
worse than before. But her pistons still 
slogged, her shaft turned; she staggered 
on. 

And the chief, his head singing despite 
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plugged ears, motioned below. “Lord of 
Heaven, will you get those men out of here 
in time?”  

Leveridge seemed to float down the 
flights. Hogan followed halfway to help 
the Third up and away. Oilers came 
leaping to the climb, stokers at their heels. 
Big Hogan followed them into the 
starboard alley, but hung there at the exit, 
sure that he’d be carrying out Baebenroth 
next. Leveridge, beside him, felt of his 
bruised ribs and marveled. 

Once more the plane circled aloft and 
came at the target. Once more a bomb 
shook ship and sea and surrounding air. 
The Arrowspar took to her heels, that 
time, sped and wheeled the other way. But 
the missile managed to damage her. Not 
enough to stop her, understand, but things 
happened. Dishes crashed. The galley 
range’s lids bounced adrift and set small 
fires. All wiring to the midships house 
parted and died. Baebenroth, of course, 
could not see all this, but he sensed the 
close brush of Death’s wings. “A hit 
maybe,” he muttered, “but not down here, 
blast it.”  

He waited for the telegraph, for 
another order for sudden alteration of feed 
to the engine, another dart from the target 
spot. But he did not realize that the 
telegraph, the wiring, was dead. 
Fortunately, the opened ends of wiring had 
been blasted so far apart that no sparks 
jumped to start fires outside or forward. 

 
OW he felt the ship’s change of 
motion. By thunder she was 

swinging! Almost he could sense the 
rudder’s broadside effect on the screw’s 
thrust of water—so he imagined; his was a 
mind that had to have a reason for 
whatever happened. He opened the feed to 
the limit, tore the plugs from his ears. 
Something told him that hereafter he’d 

have to divine the vital instants to alter 
speed. 

Distantly he picked up the drone of the 
plane, felt the ship pound into gathering 
headway. Her big engine fairly rocked to 
the drive, the terrific power imprisoned 
beneath turned down safeties and wide 
open fuel injectors. The engine-room 
roared chock full of the dangerous tension 
in cylinders, feed lines, joints. That 
squeaking pump under the starboard side 
now screamed. 

It struck her somewhere aft; that much 
the chief knew. Not a direct hit; that would 
have blown her stern to junk and him to 
eternity. But the skylight carried away in 
the resultant suction. Lifeboats crumpled. 
Their contents flew high and part of an oar 
blade floated down the gaping hole where 
skylight glass had been. It slapped to rest 
on the low pressure head. 

Baebenroth opened his eyes heavily. 
He was back to the bulkhead on his 
haunches. His cap was gone, his arms limp 
at his sides. Something kept dousing his 
right eye. He looked up, saw a leak in a 
fuel line and the stream from it swayed 
into his eye again. That eye was done for 
the duration. 

The sharp staccato of machine-guns 
spurred him to his feet. Hogan was no 
longer at the exit, Leveridge was gone. He 
swayed unsteadily forward, ventured three 
steps, a fourth; got both hands on the 
wheel and felt better. 

Bullets came through the hole 
overhead, slanted aft, spared him. They 
ricocheted and spattered back there around 
the oil cleaning gear. He swiped at the hot 
oil burning his eye, took a longer breath. 
His lungs rebelled, his legs faltered, his 
head swam. 

Instead of fainting on the spot, he bent 
almost double, flooded blood to his brain 
and felt better. Indeed he told himself that 

 N
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he was equal to anything now. The little 
guy, as they called him, stuck. 

 
EVERIDGE’S cheer came down the 
skylight hole to him. Instinctively the 

chief presumed that the First was there, the 
First and others. The blinding sunlight and 
his oil-bedeviled vision made seeing that 
distance impossible. But he heard the 
plane. Heard it far better, now the skylight 
was removed. Aye, hereafter he would 
perform better; he could judge to some 
extent by the loudness of its noise. So he 
spurred himself as the men overhead 
scrambled to shelter. 

He did improve his timing. The plane 
started its descent, Baebenroth guessed 
just when to change speed, wheeled the 
valve. A scream began outside, then the 
chatter of gunfire. 

The Arrowspar was blowing off steam. 
It roared at the rim of her stack as she 
swerved sharply. Instantly that scream 
superseded the roar, an explosion picked 
up the world and slammed it down hard. 
Darkness replaced the blinding sunlight 
over the skylight; it plunged down to the 
aft end of the ship in shuddering tons. It 
poured into the engine-room, sizzled on 
cylinder heads, slammed on below and 
slopped around engine bed and wells. 

This time, no ensuing silence. A sheet 
of steam streamed past the chief’s cheek. 
By mere inches he was spared a terrible 
scalding. He shrank from the fierce wet 
menace to already tortured eyes, then he 
managed by constant blinking to trace it to 
its source—a seam in the main line almost 
over his head, much too high for little 
Baebenroth to get to in a hurry or divert if 
he could. 

Lucky, was he? No; it was one of the 
worst breaks possible for him. For it meant 
that pressure was too high, had reached the 
breaking point. Too much steam. And 
nobody to send below to do things. Chief 

Baebenroth didn’t have to rate as a veteran 
marine chief to recognize his plight. At 
any instant his own deeds instead of 
Heinie bombs might blow up the steam 
plant and leave the Arrowspar a drifting 
hulk on the sea—or under it. 

He gave the engine every possible 
ounce of steam to relieve the pressure on 
the leak overhead—and everywhere. No 
longer dared he cut the feed; she must 
attain a pace which, could he have but 
known it, was the wonder of all hands 
outside. The nine-knot Arrowspar might 
be hogging bunkers at a fearsome rate but 
she was making 13.4 knots.  

The next bomb came so close that it 
seemed to the chief that the very gratings 
slewed from under his feet. The 
concussion of the surrounding air took the 
gimp out of him. But much worse, live 
steam struck at him from another 
direction. His legs felt boiling hot. Only 
his clothes there prevented inevitable 
fainting from shock. But the accumulation 
of punishments took toll of his vitality, 
insisting that he quit the little bridge, get 
out of the way, give up. 

He tried to spot that second steam leak. 
Through a random gap in the white cloud 
of condensation surrounding him, he 
located a leaking joint. “Gad! How long 
can that hold out?” he asked himself while 
several theoretical formulae and equations 
of marginal safety flew across his mind. 

The jig was up. He knew it. Knew, too, 
that he, like the steam plant, had just about 
reached the limit of endurance. Too much 
pressure. He thought again to go below, 
ease fuel, ease safeties, kill drafts—he 
couldn’t make it. 

That was when he really discovered 
how many things ailed him. He felt the 
ship sheer—wham! He trembled to the 
impact, hunched in the chatter of gunfire 
sweeping directly overhead. Then, since 
he still was alive and the ship going, he 
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proposed to get clear of this exhausting, 
hot steam bath. He had to move out of 
range of the two leaks that punished him. 
By now he alternated his blistered hands, 
one on the wheel, the other before his face 
to fend the steam which caromed off the 
first cylinder, or something in that 
direction, toward him. So he let go of the 
wheel which partly supported him and 
blindly turned aside— 

And reached back quickly. He couldn’t 
quite make it. His legs, his whole being 
had been shocked and burned and nearly 
blinded and dazed beyond the strength to 
walk on the vibrating gratings. “Fiddlies,” 
he murmured and returned to the wheel. 
He knew now beyond a doubt that he was 
as bound to the valve as a chained slave. 
Yes, he might drop and crawl. He would 
not; he might never get back. That would 
smack of desertion. Furthermore, he 
believed from the latest bomb’s effect that 
he’d have to resume changing the ship’s 
speed. He stuck. 

His stubbornness grew as his stamina 
waned. He endeavored to ignore much of 
his physical misery; when the awful roar 
came down through the skylight, he risked 
a go at the wheel, cut the ship’s speed. It 
was the only hope of survival for her, for 
her men; it had to be chanced. Just once 
more, he assured himself, got to risk it this 
once. That way he saved the Arrowspar 
from total destruction. 

 
HE attack ended as quickly as it had 
begun. It ceased, presumably, because 

the plane’s fuel ran ominously low. The 
skipper’s expert timing had changed 
courses with split-second precision. Chief 
Baebenroth’s remarkable speed variations 
all the way from three up to 13.4 knots had 
led the plane a long way and spent its 
gasoline before it sank the ship. The 
Arrowspar had survived that “inevitable 
third.” 

Then what? Leveridge found the chief 
inside a cloud while Hogan hurried below 
to return pressure swiftly to normal. The 
little man was an awesome sight. Soaking 
wet and gudgeoned with oil. Nearly 
blinded, hands blistered, legs atremble 
with pain. But the goatee beard still could 
waggle when Leveridge led him away to 
be bandaged. Now it was over, the chief 
pepped up in the cool air of the alley 
outside. Captain Morse accompanied him 
to his room. 

“I still say that guy’s no seaman, but 
by cripes he can take it!” Leveridge told 
the Second. 

“That bird must know steam and the 
marine engine, First.” 

“Who? The Perfessor?” the Third 
came in. 

Before another sunrise, he was 
supervising the cut, threading and fit of 
piping and joints that had leaked. He had 
Hogan mending the broken wiring, the 
Third on the pumps. Next day, out of 
range of further bombings, he made plans 
with the skipper to stop up rivet holes on 
the port side. By ballasting for a starboard 
list, he hove upward the worst leaks along 
the ship’s port side. He had some of the 
distortion reduced, got bolts through and 
reduced the intake of water to well within 
the scope of his pumps—provided no 
more hell struck. Aye, Chief Baebenroth 
seemed to be equipped to meet whatever 
befell. As Hogan put it, “Whatever calls 
fer figgerin’ close. That runt’s cussed little 
pad and pencil kinda look important to 
me.”  

But who or what was this pinch hitter 
for Big Tiny? 

Of the three assistant engineers, the 
First had the best entree with the skipper. 
The other two got him to carry their riddle 
to him. 

Captain Morse leaned back in his 
swivel chair, locked his hands behind his 
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head and laughed at Leveridge on his 
settee. 

“But I have to go aft again,” Leveridge 
protested. “Those fellers want to know, 
Cap.” 

“And you don’t,” Captain Morse 
chuckled. 

“Now, listen, Cap. This little 
Baebenroth is not a marine engineer. Look 
at his hands. What’s more, he’s too—too 
almighty neat.”  

“Not a marine engineer? Him? Why 
not?” 

“Hell, I just told you why not. And 
notice his manners and the way he goes at 
things. Always that pad of paper and 
pencil—” 

“Therefore what?” the skipper broke 
in. “Logic, man, logic.”  

Leveridge didn’t get it. “Logic what? I 
figured he was a false alarm who’d prob’ly 
sold himself to you so’s to get home from 
the war zone.” 

“Leveridge,” cried Captain Morse, 
“you show intelligence!” He laughed 
again. 

“Okay then, Cap’n, where do I fit into 
the picture, this run west? Am I practically 
acting chief or can the Perfessor—” 

“Professor is right, First.” The captain 
quit joshing now and went on. “Dr. 

Baebenroth is head of the engineering 
college at — University. He is an authority 
on compound engines and steam economy. 
He came across the pond in a new type, 
experimental ship. But he took the 
opportunity to see the war at first hand, 
had a good time exchanging views with 
Englishmen who talk his lingo and 
eventually was routed home by plane via 
Lisbon. 

 
E preferred a ship, naturally, and I 
ran across him because—well, 

omit the connections. I saw his license, 
needed a chief, and took him on as chief 
for the trip home instead of rating him as a 
guest and risk getting myself into trouble.” 

“Where’s that license? We’ve not 
found it,” Leveridge retorted. 

“No. He and I agreed not to post it. 
Only for the one trip, you see. But he has 
been to sea once or twice a year to keep it 
in force, as he calls it. He is proud as the 
devil of his rating as a marine chief and he 
does not fancy the effect on seamen when 
they know that he is a college prof—in 
fact, a college head.” 

Which explains why the performance 
of the Perfessor . . . never will get its just 
due in print. He does not want it in the 
newsprint. 
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